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Entanglement transport and a nanophotonic interface
for atoms in optical tweezers
Tamara Ðorđević1†, Polnop Samutpraphoot1†, Paloma L. Ocola1†, Hannes Bernien2,
Brandon Grinkemeyer1, Ivana Dimitrova1, Vladan Vuletić3, Mikhail D. Lukin1*

The realization of an efficient quantum optical interface for multi-qubit systems is an outstanding
challenge in science and engineering. Using two atoms in individually controlled optical tweezers coupled
to a nanofabricated photonic crystal cavity, we demonstrate entanglement generation, fast
nondestructive readout, and full quantum control of atomic qubits. The entangled state is verified in free
space after being transported away from the cavity by encoding the qubits into long-lived states and
using dynamical decoupling. Our approach bridges quantum operations at an optical link and in free
space with a coherent one-way transport, potentially enabling an integrated optical interface for atomic
quantum processors.

S
ystems of neutral atoms have recently
emerged as a powerful platform for
quantum simulations and quantum com-
putation (1–4). Atom trapping, coherent
control, and readout are enabled by op-

tical beam arrays, whereas high-fidelity multi-
qubit quantum gate operations are enabled

either through tunneling (5) or coherent ex-
citation into atomic Rydberg states (6). Many
potential applications of these systems, from
quantum networking to modular quantum
computing, require a mechanism for trans-
ferring qubit states to optical photons with-
out compromising the ability for multi-qubit

control (7, 8). Integration with a quantum
optical interface, such as an optical cavity
with switchable interactions, would enable
the required atom-photon entanglement gen-
eration and distribution (9–11). A promising
approach to achieve this is by spatially sep-
arating the cavity from the array and trans-
porting selected atoms to and from the field as
needed, preserving the coherence and scalabil-
ity of atom array systems (Fig. 1A).
We demonstrate a systemwith amicrometer-

size photonic crystal cavity (PCC) coupled to
neutral atoms inmovable optical tweezers that
can perform high-fidelity single-qubit control
and measurements as well as generate two-
atom entanglement. Following the prior work
that demonstrated coupling of atoms to photonic
crystal structures (12–14), entangling atoms in
macroscopic cavities (15, 16), and coherently
transporting atoms and ions in free space (17–19),
we demonstrate PCC-mediated entanglement
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Fig. 1. Nanophotonic interface for atoms in tweezers. (A) A nanophotonic
cavity could act as a photonic link for atom arrays serving as quantum
information processors. Our system consists of two atoms in optical tweezers
coupled to a fiber-linked cavity capable of a coherent one-way transport.
(Inset) Atomic qubit states coupled by a microwave drive WMW, with one coupled
by the cavity field g to an excited state. (B) Cavity reflection spectrum for an

atom in a strongly coupled state (blue) and an uncoupled state (gray), described
by (2g, l, k) = 2p × (786, 6, 3800) MHz. (C) Readout of different two-qubit
basis states by using the reflected photon counts. State |00i is distinguished
from the others with fidelity F ¼ 0:95 3ð Þ. The atoms, cavity, and probe are on
resonance. (D) Single-qubit Rabi oscillations in the cavity near-field showing
preparation and coherent rotation with a p pulse fidelity F p ¼ 0:946 3ð Þ.
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generation that can be preserved and verified
after transporting the atoms away from the
cavity near-field. This is achieved by engineer-
ing a compact high-cooperativity photonic
structure, establishing full quantum control
in the near-field, encoding the qubits into
field-insensitive states, and using dynamical
decoupling sequences synchronized with the
atomic transport.
In our experiments, two 87Rb atoms were

trapped in individually controlled optical tweez-
ers and coupled to a PCC attached to a tapered
optical fiber, enabling a low-loss photonic link
out of the vacuum chamber (Fig. 1A) (20). The
small cross-sectional area of the PCC (<0.1 mm2)
resulted in a small mode volume Vm ~ 0.4l3

that enabled high atom-photon cooperativity
(13) and allowed for switching of the photon
interactions by moving the atoms over ~1 mm
in and out of the cavity near-field. Atoms at
the PCC were trapped 260 nm above the sur-
face by a standing wave created with the retro-
reflection of the tweezer (11, 14, 21, 22). Loading
into the first lattice site of the standing wave
was accompanied by a trapping potential de-
formation that resulted in an ~50% loading
probability, which was increased to 80% by
performing polarization gradient cooling during
the transport to the PCC (22). [An efficiency
above 90% without cooling during transport
has been achieved with atoms initialized in
the motional ground state (21).]
The cavity reflectivity strongly depends on

the internal atomic state, with qubits encoded
in 0j i≡ F ¼ 1;mF ¼ 0j i and 1j i≡ F ¼ 2;mF ¼j
0i. The PCCwas tuned to be resonant with the
5S1/2, F = 2 → 5P3/2, F ′ = 3 optical transition
and addresses all the mF levels within these
manifolds owing to the large cavity width k.
The reflection spectrum of a single atom is
characterized by the extracted cooperativity
C = 4g2/(kl) = 27(1) with a fit that accounts
for thermal averaging (numbers in parenthe-
ses indicate 1 SD) (Fig. 1B) (14). When probed
on resonance, the difference in reflectivity
between an atom in the coupled F = 2 and
uncoupled F = 1 manifold was used to perform
a nondestructive single-shot readout. With
two atoms, the uncoupled state |00i is distin-
guished from the other two-qubit states with
high fidelity (Fig. 1C). This was used to determine
the full two-atom state in all measurements at
the PCC. For experiments in free space,
readout was performed with state-selective
push-out from the trap followed by fluores-
cence imaging. In both of these regimes, each
pair of atoms was simultaneously prepared
into 0j i by using Raman-assisted state pre-
paration (22) and addressed with a global
microwave drive to perform single-qubit gates
(Fig. 1D).
To coherently move the qubits from the near-

field into free space, a millisecond coherence
time was necessary. Choosing Zeeman-insensitive

hyperfine sublevels as the qubit basis results in
coherence timesof T ′2 ¼ 2:1 1ð Þmsand9.7(8)ms
in the near-field and free space, respectively,
measured with a spin-echo pulse sequence
(Fig. 2A). In the field-insensitive basis, the
coherence is typically limited by the thermal
motion that samples varying differential ac
Stark shifts in the trap (23, 24), and our mea-
sured T ′2 in free space is consistent with this
model, given the trap parameters. The T ′2 at
the PCC is likely further reduced by heating
intrinsic to the near-field trapping geometry
(22, 25).

Atomic coherence during transport is addi-
tionally affected by the change in differential
ac Stark shift when moving between different
trapping configurations. To observe this change,
a detuned microwave p pulse was applied to
single atoms at various times along the ~1-mm
path from the PCC, where the measured pop-
ulation transfer is proportional to the instanta-
neous qubit frequency (22). From the resulting
ramp profile in Fig. 2B, we obtained the min-
imal time of 650 ms to move from the PCC,
limited by themechanical response bandwidth
of the scanning mirrors. Dephasing caused
by fluctuations in the atom trajectory can be
circumvented by using the Carr-Purcell de-
coupling pulse sequence (Fig. 2C) (26). This
sequence was tested with the atom beginning
in a superposition at the PCC and followed by
N×p pulses along its transport,whichperformed
better for an even N because of the symmetry
of the ramp profile shown in Fig. 2B. The per-
formance of the decoupling sequence was char-
acterized separately in the two optical tweezers
(trap A and trap B): For an optimal N = 4, an
atom in trap B retains 0.88(5) of its initial
coherence, limited by the move time and T ′

2

(Fig. 2C). The lower contrast of 0.64(3) for an
atom in trap A is ascribed to extra fluctua-
tions in the scanning mirror, given that the
traps are otherwise uniform. In addition to
decoherence, each atom has an ~15% chance
of being lost on the way out of the PCC, which
is corrected for in the free space readout (22).
To generate an entangled state of atomsusing

the cavity, we performed a protocol known as
“cavity carving” that projectively measures a
classical superposition state while maintain-
ing qubit indistinguishability (27, 28), which
can result in a maximally entangled Bell state
(16, 29). To implement the protocol, we ini-
tialized the atoms in 00j i, rotated by an angle
q to create the state

Y0j i ¼ cos2
q
2

� �
00j i � sin2 q

2

� �
11j i�

i sin
q
2

� �
cos

q
2

� �
01j i þ 10j ið Þ ð1Þ

We sent a weak coherent pulse into the cavity
mode [�n ¼ 0:35, chosen for negligible scattering
error (22)] and conditioned on the detection of
a reflected photon to project the state 00j i
out of the two-atom Hilbert space. The angle
q was chosen to maximize the overlap of the
resulting state with Yþj i ¼ 01j i þ 10j ið Þ= ffiffiffi

2
p

,
minimizing the population in 11j iwhile ac-
counting for the finite reflectivity of |00i. For
our system, the 00j i reflectivity is already less
than that of the other two-atom states (Fig. 1C).
It was further reduced by an interferometer in
the detection path and is ultimately limited by
the interferometric stability (22). After the pro-
jection, an additional p/2 pulse was applied to
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Fig. 2. Qubit coherence during the transport
between the cavity and free space. (A) Measure-

ment of the echo T′2 for stationary traps at the
PCC (red) and in free space (blue). (B) Changes
in the trapping potential configuration during
transport cause differences in the light shift and
therefore qubit frequency, which can lead to
additional dephasing. The gray line indicates fit
to the programmed ramp. (C) Single-atom
coherence for atoms in each trap (labeled “A” and
“B”) after transport measured in a Ramsey-type
sequence. A four-pulse Carr-Purcell sequence
symmetric with respect to the qubit frequency
profile during transport was used to echo out the
light shift variations.
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rotate the Bell state Yþj i into Fþj i ¼ 00j iþð
11j iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

for ease of characterization.
The entangled state was first characterized

in situ by using the cavity reflection readout
shown in Fig. 1C. The Fþj i fidelity F ¼ hFþ

rj jFþi ¼ 1
2 r00;00 þ r11;11
� �þ Re r00;11

� �
was de-

termined by measuring populations and ex-
tracting coherence from the parity oscillation
contrast upon another p/2 rotation over dif-
ferent axes (16, 22). Populations are plotted in
Fig. 3B with P ¼ P00 þ P11 ¼ 0:78 3ð Þ; the im-
balance between 00j i and 11j i is discussed and
modeled in the supplementary materials (22).
The parity oscillation in Fig. 3C corresponds
to a coherence of r11,00 = 0.33(2). These mea-
surements give a fidelity ofF ¼ 0:72 3ð Þ and a
concurrence bound of C≥0:46 5ð Þ (22). The
major part of the error (24%) is accounted for
by the chosen initial angle q for our protocol,

with an additional 4% from the initialization
imperfections. Although our approach uses a
single gate photon, heralding on repeated
gates can improve the entanglement fidelity at
the expense of the success probability (16).
Last, the entangled atoms were transported

away from the cavity while applying decou-
pling pulses. The qubit state populations were
measured in the ZZ, XX, and YY bases (Fig. 4),
giving the population P ¼ 0:78 6ð Þ and the
coherence r11,00 = 0.26(5), corrected for the
atomic loss. This resulted in a fidelity of F ¼
0:65 6ð Þand a lower bound to the concurrence
ofC≥0:35 11ð Þ [F u ¼ 0:52 5ð ÞandCu≥ 0:04 10ð Þ
without the readout correction]. Both F > 0:5
and C > 0 certify entanglement after transport
at a 99% confidence level. The state fidelity is
consistent with the decoherence observed for
single atoms during transport (Fig. 2C), limited
by atomic thermal motion and uncorrelated
fluctuations in the programmed trajectories.
The trajectory fluctuations can be reduced in
the future by using an acousto-optic deflector
(AOD) that would speed up the transport and
enable atomic displacements of more than
100 mm, which is sufficient for high-fidelity
Rydberg state control (30).
These results demonstrate that combining

movable atoms in tweezers with nanophotonics
constitutes a promising platform for the devel-
opment of a quantum optical node for large-
scale atomic quantum processors. If integrated
with a free space atom array, our system could
enable quantum teleportation of the atom array
states to optical photons (31) or remote entan-
glement of arrays. This can be accomplished by
using the demonstrated one-way transport,
in which the atoms that are entangled with a
photon at the PCC are then coherentlymoved
to the free space array to interact through
Rydberg gates. Extending our demonstration

to a general-purpose quantum optical interface
with a coherent two-way transport could enable
feed-forward protocols such as quantum error
correction by means of fast, high-fidelity quan-
tumnondemolition cavity readout. Furthermore,
with multiple atoms coupled to nanophotonic
waveguides, entangled and arranged into arbi-
trary spatial configurations, important classes of
many-particle quantum states can be created,
such as atomic cluster or graph states (32), large-
scale photonic Fock states (33), or Schrödinger
cat states (34). Last, telecom transitions present
in both alkaline-earth and alkali atoms (35, 36)
could extend atom-nanophotonic quantum net-
working to long distances, which is crucial for
quantum communication and the scale-up of
processing power (8).
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Fig. 3. Heralded entanglement at the cavity. (A) Protocol description.
Postselection on a photon reflection from a superposition state carves out the
00ij component, leaving the atoms predominantly in Ψþij . (B) Populations of the
resulting state in different basis states. A π/2 pulse was applied before the
measurement, converting the Bell state Ψþij into Φþij . {P11, P00} is extracted

{with, without} an additional global π pulse before cavity reflection readout. P01
and P10 cannot be distinguished. (C) Parity oscillations of the Φþij state after
rotating over a varied axis f, showing nonclassical correlations between the
qubits in all bases. The coherence ρ11,00 is extracted from the amplitude. The
combined coherence and populations give a Bell state fidelity of F ¼ 0:72 3ð Þ.

Fig. 4. Coherent transport of entangled atoms
from the cavity to free space. After entangling the
atoms at the cavity, the tweezers are moved away
while applying dynamical decoupling. Free space
readout in different bases after transport shows the
remaining entanglement fidelity of F ¼ 0:65 6ð Þ,
which is larger than the classical limit of 0.5.
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Quantum trapping and shuffling
Programmable arrays of atoms or ions trapped in optical potentials have recently emerged as a leading platform for
quantum simulation. Being able to interface into these arrays to access the quantum information being processed
and pass it along to another module remains a challenge. Ðor#evi# et al. developed a hybrid quantum system that
combines atoms held in optical tweezers and a nanophotonic cavity to demonstrate full quantum control, efficient
quantum nondestructive readout, and entanglement of atom pairs (see the Perspective by Kaufman). By combining
atomic manipulation both inside and away from the cavity field and shuffling the atom qubits into and out of the cavity
mode, the authors demonstrate a viable optical interface that could be scaled to larger systems. —ISO
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